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Celeste™ Seating

seating that rings true
The clean, trim geometry and straightforward comfort of Celeste seating strike
a chord with people, whether they’re sitting in a reception area, exchanging ideas
in an informal setting, or gathering to solve problems and develop plans. Celeste’s
structural foam back with inherent flex and its generous seat set the tone for relaxation. Slender arms and a compact scale ensure that Celeste supports comfortable
sitting without taking up a lot of space. Always in search of a refined sense of
proportion, designer David Alan Pesso achieves it by contrasting a substantial seat
base with the symmetry of minimal arms, tubular steel feet, and spacers that set
the seat off from the back. The result is a progressive, contemporary appearance
that appeals to all the senses.

David Alan Pesso

comfort in 1, 2, or 3 seats
Because of its modular design, Celeste 2- and 3-seat sofas sit as comfortably as
the lounge seat, and all models accept oval-shaped tablet arms that pivot 360 degrees.

the means to move
All Celeste chairs are available with front casters and handles, making them easy to roll
into position for impromptu gatherings or brainstorming sessions.

upholstery independence
Seat, back, and even welting can be upholstered in matching or contrasting textiles or
leathers, allowing the freedom to vary the appearance.

Celeste Lounge Seat

Celeste 2-Seat Sofa

Celeste 3-Seat Sofa

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, Celeste seating is durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement of
our confidence in its quality, Celeste seating is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward promise
that we stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and
includes labor on all warranty work.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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